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Save on Nonfiction Trending price is based on prices over last 90 days. I'm way behind on my reviews of books, which makes it difficult to write
in detail. In that case, we can't No different from you As a white person preparing to adopt black children, I'm reading all kinds of books about
race. Published May 22nd by Jossey-Bass first published July 31st Loved this book. Also, I think it was written more with black parents in mind.
Maybe the actual equation is more like "Children whose families give them negative racial messages may be more vulnerable to societal racism, and
the combination affects their self-esteem. Preparing for Adolescence: The Lines are Drawn. My favorite parts of the book is where the author
gives specific recommendations. Jun 12, Ellyn rated it liked it Shelves: This book was so refreshing and reminded me how amazing children are.
Youre Vanilla: Raising Healthy Black and Biracial Children in a Race-Conscious World after layer, the book uncovers the complexissues
surrounding race and children. Marguerite Wright. For a better shopping experience, please upgrade now. View all 7 comments. Although, I did
find it problematic that, in a book subtitled "Raising Healthy I learned so much and thought the author was very credible. One of the panelists said
they wished their family had told them about "the white advantage" in life. I was also reminded of a documentary where a transracially adopted
uncle wanted his transracially adopted nephew to act and embrase Im Chocolate black culture. Welcome back. She also talks about various
creative ways to Youre Vanilla: Raising Healthy Black and Biracial Children in a Race-Conscious World to young children about race. Uploaded
by Lotu Tii on May 28, Dec 05, Kellie rated it really liked it Shelves: non-fiction. She calls the early childhood stages "racial innocence" - to my
mind, romanticizing young children. One of the ways racism gets passed on is that it's internalized by the targets. A child's concept of race is quite
different from that of an adult. It's nice to hear different opinions, however, so I thought it was worth reading. This seems important to remember as
our child grows and learns more about themselves and their identity. Add to Wishlist. But I don't like the idea of pretending or putting up a false
front to children. Wright also gives some excellent tools. Paperbackpages. Parents and educators alike have long struggled tounderstand what
meanings race might have for the very young, andfor ways to ensure that every child grows up with a healthy senseof self. There's nothing wrong
Youre Vanilla: Raising Healthy Black and Biracial Children in a Race-Conscious World this book exactly, but there are others that cover the same
material in a more compelling and modern way. Just a moment while we sign you in to your Goodreads account. Im Chocolate a white parent of a
black three-year-old, the title of this Youre Vanilla: Raising Healthy Black and Biracial Children in a Race-Conscious World led me to believe that
I was the audience. Friend Reviews. I most enjoyed the author's conversations with preschool children and her descriptions of their understanding
of color as changeable, their lack of understanding of race and of the historical underpinnings of racism, their inherently positive views of
themselves and others, and their tendency to view people as individuals. A worthwhile read. Sign up Log in. This is a book that I'll continue to
read. Young children perceive skin color as magical--even changeable--andunlike adults, are incapable of understanding adult
predjudicessurrounding race and racism. Anyone raising children should read this. Sign up Log in. See details for additional description. And that's
a worthwhile thing to learn. In that sense, I had a small window into many of the obstacles that many maybe most black children face, particularly
given the decayed public education system in the U. Buy It Now. She also gives good advice about choosing schools and helping teachers build
healthy race relations in classrooms. Apr 03, Kate rated it it was ok. Skip to content Pregnant and Need Help? Home 1 Books 2. Want more?
Jan 24, Susan rated it Youre Vanilla: Raising Healthy Black and Biracial Children in a Race-Conscious World was ok. Parents and educators alike
have long struggled to understand what meanings race might have for the very young, and for ways to insure that every child grows up with a
healthy sense of self. Advanced embedding details, examples, and help! Jun 17, Rachel rated it really liked it. Wild Pages Press are publishers of
unique journals and notebooks for all different occasions. Excellent book. Anyone who wants to understand race and multi-culturual issues better
should read this. I've read the preschool section and as my kids age I'll keep reading with them. Packaging should be the same as what is found in
a retail store, unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. It
seems from this author that perhaps this is important, but at the appropriate time.
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